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ELEMENTS WITH TRIVIAL CENTRALIZER

IN WREATH PRODUCTS

BY

WOLFGANG P. KAPPE AND DONALD B. PARKERH

Abstract. Groups with self-centralizing elements have been investigated in recent

papers by Kappe, Konvisser and Seksenbaev. In particular, if G = A wr B is a wreath

product some necessary and some sufficient conditions have been given for the

existence of self-centralizing elements and for G = <5C>, where Sa is the set of self-

centralizing elements. In this paper Sa and the set Ra of elements with trivial centra-

lizer are determined both for restricted and unrestricted wreath products. Based on

this the size of <5G> and </?c> is found in some cases, in particular if A and B are

p-groups or if B is not periodic.

1. Introduction. An element x is said to have trivial centralizer in the group G

if <x, y} is cyclic for each y e cax. An element x e G is self-centralizing in G if

cGx = <x>. Clearly self-centralizing elements have trivial centralizer but the converse

is not true. The existence of a self-centralizing element x has a profound effect on

the structure of the group. For example, if x is self-centralizing in G then the center

of G is cyclic since ZjGçcGx = <.v>, and there are other less obvious relations

between some of the invariants of the group [1], [2], [3]. In many cases G is generated

by the set Sa of all self-centralizing elements or the set RG of all elements with

trivial centralizer in G [2]. For the particular case of restricted wreath products

Seksenbaev [5] has given some necessary and some sufficient conditions for

<SG> = (7 and </?G> = C7, mainly for finite /^-groups of odd order. In Theorem 1

of this paper we give a complete description of SG and Ra for a wreath product

G = AwrB with nontrivial factors, and based on this we obtain the following

results on the size of <SG>, </?G> and a related group PG for the restricted wreath

product G = A wrTiof A=¿1 and B^\.

Theorem 2. Define PH = (xy \ x, y e SH}for any group H. If A and B are p-groups,

B cyclic and SAjt= 0 then

(a) GKSa>zA/A'PA.

(b) \G:Pa\=2\A:A'PA\forp = 2.
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(c) Suppose Bt # 1 are cyclic p-groups and let AX = A, Ai + x = Ai,wr Bh W= Ak + 1.

Then

\W:PW\ = 2k\A:A'PA\   for p = 2   and    W/(SW} s A/A\SA}   for p # 2.

Theorem 3. Let B* be the subgroup generated by the elements of infinite order in

B and let A be the base group of G = Awr B. If B is not a torsion group then

<sGy=lB*.

2. Definitions and notations. Throughout this paper we will always assume

that Aj=-\, Bj=\ and G = Awr B. Our notation for the standard wreath product

essentially follows [4]. Let F be the group of all functions on B with values in A and

define/" e F for b e B and fe F by fb(x)=f(xb~1) for all xeB. The unrestricted

wreath product A Wr B is the semidirect product FB. The support of fe F is the

set of all x e B with f(x) / 1. For a subgroup H of A we define

H = {fe F \f(x) e H for all x e B and /has finite support}.

The restricted wreath product A wr B is the semidirect product AB. The natural

homomorphism of A wr/? onto A wrB/A = B is denoted by p.. For each ae A

we define a function ya e A by ya(l) = a and ya(x)= 1 for all x/1 in 5. The mapping

y: a-^ya is then an isomorphic embedding of A in A and A wr B is generated

by Ay and 5.

For a given element bfeAv/rB with AeÄ and feA we define an element

hxe A for each x e B by

A* =  ] I /(*A*)   'f A has infinite order,
I =  - OS

A* = f(xb)f(xb2)- ■ -f(xbw)   if A has finite order.

For any integer i we have (bf)' = bifbl~1- ■ •/ In particular, if A has finite order let

d=(bf)w el. Then

d(x) = /(xA1 """)■■ /(x) = A*   for all xeB.

3. Some'preliminary results. In the following lemma some useful information

about elements commuting with a fixed element A/e G = A wr B is collected.

Lemma 1. Let b,ceB and g, fe A. Denote by T a left transversal of <A> in B.

(i) leg, 6/1=1 if and only if g=f~°g*f and [c, A]= 1.
(ii) //A Aöi infinite order then [g, A/]= 1 implies g=L

(iii) Suppose A Aas infinite order and c e cBb. There exists an element g e A such

that [c~1g, bf] = 1 if and only ifhtc = htfor all t e T.

(iv) Assume b has finite order. For any a e cAht and teT define gte A inductively

by

gt(0 = a,

g((rAi)=gí(íA'"T"")   M0< i< \b\,

gt(x) =1   for x i Kb}.
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Then[gt,bf]=\.

(v) Ifht=\ for all t eT then bf and b are conjugate.

(vi) Assume g, g* e A commute with bf, b has finite order and g(t)=g*(t)6 for

some integer 8. Then g(x)=g*(x)0 for all x e í<¿>>.

Remark 1. For later applications in §5 it should be noted that (i), (iv) and (v)

provided b has finite order hold also in the unrestricted wreath product X= A Wr B.

Proof, (i) 1 = [eg, bf] = [c, b] mod A and B (~\ A=\ imply [c, b] = 1. Hence

i = [cg,bf] = g-'c-y-'b-'egbf = g-'c-y-'cb-'gbf = g-y-egf.

Conversely if [c, ¿>]= 1 and g=f-cg"f then [eg, bf]=g-1f-cgbf=g-1g=\.

(ii) If [g, bf}=\ then by (i), g(x)=f'1(x)g(xb-1)f(x) and by iteration g(x) is

conjugate to g(xb') for all x e B and all integers i. Since g has finite support there is

some xt in each coset t(b} such that g(xt) = 1 hence g=\.

(iii) Suppose there is some g e A such that [c~1g,bf] = \. From (i) we have

g(x)=f'1(xc)g(xb~1)f(x) for all xeB hence by iteration for all teT and all

integers y >0

g(tV) =f~1(tb'c)- ■ ■f-1(tb-' + 1c)g(tb-')f(b-' + 1)- ■ -f(tb').

Since g and / have finite support and b has infinite order there exists an integer

A^O such that 1 =f(tbi)=f(tbic)=g(tbi) for all t e Tand ally" with \j\ZN. Thus if

c e cBb we have

1 = g(tbN) =f-1(tcbN)- ■ ■f-1(tcb-N + 1)g(tb-N)f(tb-N+1)- ■ -f(tbN)

= hfc 1ht       for all teT.

Conversely assume htc = ht for all teT and let N^O be an integer such that

y(í¿>0 =y(í¿Jc) = 1 for all t e T and all y with \j\^N. Define a function g: B-^ A

inductively by

g(tb-j) = 1    for all t e T and all y" ä N,

g(tb¡) =f-1(tb'c)g(tbi-1)f(tbi)   for i > -N.

By construction we have g(x)=f~1(xc)g(xb~1)f(x) for all x e B and [c, b]=l by

assumption, hence [c~1g, bf}=\ by (i). To show geA observe that fory'=ïN we

have g(tb!)=g(tbN) = ht~ ̂ (tb - N)ht = «fc % = 1. Further

S = {t\teT and/(z) / 1 for some z e t(b}}

and

S* = {t\teT and/(z) # 1 for some z e tc(b}}

are finite sets sincef(z)=£ 1 for only finitely many zeB and Tc is also a left trans-

versal of (Joy in 5 if [c, b]=\. Thus g(z)=l unless z belongs to the finite set of

elements of the form

sb'       (seS; \j\ á N),       s*b*       (s*eS*; \j\ ¿ N).

This proves geA and hence (iii).
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(iv) By (i) we have to prove gt(x)=f~1(x)gt(xb~1)f(x) for all xeB. This is

immediate from the definition for x^r<A> and x = rA* with 0</<|A|. For x = r

= tbw we have inductively

f-1(.tbM)g¿tbw-1)f{tbw)= ••• =gi(í)/«»---/c">li">

= gt(t)h> = gt(t),

sincegt(t) = ae cAht. Thusgt(x)=f~1(x)gt(xb~1)f(x) for all xeB.

(v) If A=l then l=ht=f(t) for all reT, hence/=1 and l = A/=/ Hence we

may assume A # 1 and if A has finite order define ke A inductively for all t e T by

k(t) = 1,

k(tb{) =/"1(íAi)it(íAi-1)       for 0 < i < \b\.

Then (k-"fk)(tbi) = k'1(tbi-1)f(tbl)k(tbi)=\ for 0</<|A|. Further for t = tbM we

have (k-bfk)(t)=k-\tbibi-1)f(t)k(t)=k-\tbibl~1)f(t) and k(tb]bl~1)=f-\tbw-1)

■ ■ -f-\tb)k(t). Hence (k~bfk)(t) = ht=\ and k~bfk=\.

If A has infinite order there is some A^ such that f(tbl) = 1 for all teT and all

integers \i\tN. Defining k e A by k(tb~i)= 1 for i£N and

k(tb<) =f-1(tb')k(tb'-1)

for i>-Nwe will have k(tb')=f-1(tb')- ■ ■f-1(tb'1'), hence for all i>N

k(tb*) = k(tb'{+1) = (f(tb~N)- ■ /(iA"))"1 = Ar1 = 1.

This proves ke I and k(tbt)=f-1(tb')k(tbi-1) for all f, and hence (k-»fk)(tbl)

= k-i(tb'-1)f(tbi)k(tbi)=l for all integers í and all t e T.

We have now k~bfk=l in both cases, and

A = (k~bfk)b = b-'k-'bfkb = (A/)*6

shows that A and A/are conjugate in G.

(vi) From Lemma l(i) we get

g(x) = /" \x)g(xb - 0/(x)   and   g*(x) = /" > (x)g*(xA " ')f(x)

and inductively that for each xe r<A> there is some ae A such that g(x)=g(t)a,

g*(x)=g*(ty. Hence g(x)=g(ty=g*(t)6a = (g*(tyy=g*(xy.

Lemma 2. (a) ,4 finite abelian group //=<a1;..., ak, w) is cyclic if <a¡, w) is

cyclic for i= 1,..., k and (\a{\, \aj\) = 1 for all ij=j.

(b) The finite abelian group H=(u, v} is cyclic provided one of the following

conditions is satisfied:

(i) H has a subgroup W such that H/W is cyclic and (\u\, \ Wj) = 1.

(ii) There is some integer a#0 such that <[ua, v} is cyclic and (\H/(u)\, a)= 1.

(c) TAe abelian group //= <w, v) with u ̂  1, v # 1 is cyclic if and only if there exist

integers a, y with (a, y) = 1 and ua = vy.
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Proof, (a) follows immediately from the main theorem for finite abelian groups.

We note also the following consequence of the main theorem: if m and « are

integers with (m, «)= 1 then G is cyclic if and only if Gm = (gm | g e G> and Gn

= (.gn\geG} are cyclic. Apply with m=|ff|, n=\u\ for (i), with m=\H/(u}\,

n = a for (ii) and with m = a, n = y for (c). For the converse in (c) let H=<[w},

u = w°, v = wx and w the least common multiple of a and r. Then ai = a\ = Tp with

(À,p)=l and i/ = wM = tA

Lemma 3. Let g, fe A, \=£be B and g¥=i- If ig, bf} is cyclic then b has finite

order and there are integers a, ß with (a, |è|j3)= 1 andga = dß, where d=(bf)w.

Proof. By Lemma 2(c) there are integers a, y with (a, y) = 1 and g" = (bf)r.

Since geA and <6> n A= 1 this implies that b has finite order and \b\ divides y,

hence y=|6|j8.

4. Determination of SG and RG.   We now state and prove

Theorem 1. Let fe Ä and be B such that bf+ 1 and let T be a left transversal

of {b} in B.

(a) The element bf has trivial centralizer in G — Av/rB if and only if one of the

following conditions is satisfied:

(1.1) b has infinite order.

(1)     (1.2) For each element c e cBb satisfying htc = htfor all t eT the sub-

group <c, ¿?> is cyclic.

(2.1) b has finite order.

(2.2) ht = 1 for all t e T.

(2.3) b # 1 has trivial centralizer in B.

(2.4) A is periodic and elements in A have order prime to \b\.

(3.1) b has finite order.

(3.2) ht # 1 has trivial centralizer in A for all teT.

(3)     (3.3) cAht/(hty is a p'-group for all primes p dividing \b\.

(3.4) If B # (by, then cAht is periodic for all teT and (|«s|, | y\) = 1 for

all s # t in T and all y e cAht.

(b) The element bf is self-centralizing in G if and only if one of the

following conditions is satisfied:

(4.1) b has infinite order.

(4.2) c e (by if and only if ce cBb and htc = htfor all teT.

(5.1) b has finite order.

(5.2) «( is self-centralizing in A for all teT.

'     (5.3) IfB =£ (by, then ht has finite order for all teT and (|«s|, |«(|)= 1

for all s # t in T.
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Remark 2. It should be noted that in cases (3) and (5) the group B is actually

finite. Indeed, since /has finite support only finitely many ht=f(tb)- ■ -f(tbw) are

nontrivial, hence (3.2) or (5.2) imply that Tand hence B is finite.

Proof. (1) Suppose A/has trivial centralizer, A has infinite order and cecBb

satisfies htc = ht for all t e T. From Lemma l(iii) follows the existence of some

geA such that [c~1g, A/]=l and bfeRa implies (c'1g,bf} is cyclic. Let //=

<c, A>. Then H" = <c"xg, bf)u is cyclic and HU = HA/2%H/H n Ä. But H n A

ZB n J= 1 so Hz H" is cyclic.

Conversely suppose A and/satisfy conditions (1.1) and (1.2) and weG com-

mutes with bfi where w = c~lk for some c e B and ke A. Lemma l(i) gives c e cBb

and htc = ht for all t e T from Lemma l(iii), hence <c, A> is cyclic by (1.2). Let

K=(c~lk, A/>. Then Ku = (c, A>" is cyclic and K» = KÄ/Ä~zK/K n I. But [g, A/]

= 1 for all g e K n A since AT is abelian and so from Lemma l(ii) we have K n A = \.

Hence K^K" is cyclic.

(2) Suppose A has finite order and ht = 1 for all t e T. By assumption A/# 1.

Then A#l since A=l implies/(/) = A, = 1 for all t e T, hence/=l=A/ To prove

(2.3) observe that A is conjugate to bfeRG by Lemma l(v) and hence beBn

RG S A-

Finally for (2.4) let a e A and for each / e T define kt e A by

kt(x) = a   for x e ?<A>,       Â:,(x) =1    for x i r<A>.

Then [kt, A] = 1 by construction and be RG implies (kt, A> cyclic. Hence kt and a

have finite order since b=£\ has finite order. If r = (|a|, |A|) then r = (|&,|, |A|)

and there are subgroups of order r in (kt, A>, <fc(> and <A>. But there is only one

subgroup H of order r in <&,, A> since <&(, A> is cyclic hence //Ç<&t> n <A>

çln5=l. This proves l=r=(|ô|, |A|) and thus (2.4).

Conversely assume conditions (2) are satisfied. Since A and A/are conjugate by

(2.2) and Lemma l(v) it is sufficient to show A e RG. Let geA and c e B be such

that [eg, A]= 1. Then [g, b]= 1 =[c, A] by Lemma l(i) and <c, A> is a finite cyclic

group by (2.3) and (2.1). Hence if K= (eg, A> then K/Kn I^KÄIÄ=Ku = (c, by

is finite cyclic, Kr\Ä is finite abelian by (2.4) and (|ATi,4|, |A|)=1 by (2.4).

Thus K is finite and Lemma 2(i) shows K cyclic.

(3) Assume A has finite order and ht=/= 1 for some t e T. Suppose As= 1 for some

seT. Then sj^t and A, e cAhs = A. Define gs e A as in Lemma l(iv) with gs(s) = ht.

Then <gs, A/> is abelian, hence cyclic and g" = dß with (a, j8)=l by Lemma 3.

This gives ht = 1 for the argument s and 1 =Af for the argument t, a contradiction

since (a, ß) = 1 and A, # 1.

To prove (3.2) let a e cAht and define gt e A as in Lemma l(iv) such that gt(t) = a.

Then [A/ gt] = 1 and <A/ g(> is cyclic since bfe RG. Hence also the subgroup

H=(d,gty is cyclic, //=<A> with he!, d=h< and gt = h>. So ht = d(t)=h(t)',

a=gt(t) =h(t)' which proves that <A¡, a> is cyclic for all a e cAht.

To prove (3.3) we may assume A^l since the condition is vacuous for A=l.
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Defininggt e Zas in Lemma l(iv) for 1/ae cAht with gt(t) = a we have [gt, bf]= 1

and hence (gt, bf} is cyclic. From Lemma 3 we obtain gf = de with (a, \b\ß) = l.

For the argument t this gives a" e <«(>, hence cAhtj(hty is periodic and (a, \b\)= 1

proves (3.3).

Finally for (3.4) assume 2?# (by and let 1 # v s cA- Define 1 ̂ gt e A as in Lemma

l(iv) with gi(t)=j. Then (gt, bfy is abelian, hence cyclic, and g?=dß with (a, ß) = l

by Lemma 3. For the argument i#r this gives 1 =«f, hence «s has finite order for

alise T. For the argument t we get ya = hß. Since (a-/?, ß)= 1 this implies (|«s|, |/i¡|)

= 1 for y = ht e cAht. But | j| divides a|«¡| for all y e cAht, hence (|«s|, l^l) divides

(|«s|,a|«t|) = (j3,«)=l.

Conversely assume that conditions (3) are satisfied, let eg e cG(bf) and suppose

c$(by. Then also [eg, d] = \ where d=(bf)w, and Lemma l(i) gives d=g'1dcg

hence d(x) = d(xc~1)9(x) for all jc e B. Since [i/, ¿>/]= 1 we have also

¿(x) = d(xb~1)fM   for all xe5,

so d(xc~x) is conjugate to d(z) for each z e x(by. Let tc~1 = sbe with j e T and an

integer ß. Then hs = d(s) and ht = d(t) are conjugate, so (3.4) implies s = r, hence

ce (by, say c = # for some integer Í. Since cg(bf)~l oÄ and (cg(bf)~',bfy =

(eg, bfy we see that in order to prove that bf has trivial centralizer in G it suffices

to show that (g, bfy is cyclic for each geA with [g, bf]=\. Lemma 2(ii) with

u = bf, v=g, a= \b\ and d=ua gives just that provided that we can show

(a) (d,gy is cyclic;

(b) (bf, gy/(bfy is a //-group for all primes p dividing |é|.

Since (bfy n A~=((bf)wy = (dy then

<*/> n <g> = (bfy n <J> n <s> = <¿> n <g>.

Then

<bf, gyi(bfy s <g>/<*/> n (gy = (gy/(dy n <g>

shows that (b) can be replaced by

(b*) (.gyiidy n <g> is a /?'-group for each prime /» dividing |è|.

To show (a) assume first B = (b}. Then d(t) = ht and (3.2) gives (d(t), g(t)y is

cyclic, say kt = d(t)ag(t)ß, d(t) = k\ and g(t) = k{ with integers a, /S, /, y and kt e A.

Let k=d"gß e A and observe that ¿, g and & commute with bf. From Lemma l(vi)

we get d=k* and g = k', so <if, g> = <ye> is cyclic.

For 5# <¿>> the elements «s, g(s) have finite order for all s e T by (3.4). Since g

commutes with bfwe have from Lemma l(i) that g(s) and g(x) are conjugate if

xes(by. For each teT define 6?(e,4 by ¿¡(jc) = ^(x) for xet(by, d(x) = \ for

jc ̂  r<Z>>. Then 4 commutes with t/s, g and 6/ only finitely many dt are nontrivial

and d is the product of all dt. Let If be the set of all primes dividing \ht\ and de-

compose <g> = <m> x <«> with m, ne A such that <m> is a Il-group and <«> is a

n'-group. Since (\g(s)\, |«(|) = 1 by (3.4) for s^t and jg(*)| = |g(s)| for xes(by
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it follows that «i(x)=l for x <£ t(b). By (3.2) the abelian group (m(t), dt(t)}

Z(g(t),h,} is cyclic, say (m(t),dt(t)) = (kt) with kt = m(t)ttdt(t)ß. Let k =m"dte,

and observe that m e (g}, dt and k commute with A/ Since m(x) = dt(x) = k(x) = 1

for x <£ /<A> we get then from Lemma l(vi) that (m, dty = (ky is a cyclic Il-group.

Hence <í/¡,g> = <i/(, m) x <«> is cyclic. Finally (|é/s|, |í/(|)=1 for i^/in 7 by(3.4),

so Lemma 2(a) can be applied to prove (a).

To show (b*) assume first B = (b} and p divides |A|. Then by (3.3) there is some

integer / such that (/?,/)= 1 and g(tf e (ht), say g(t)i = d(t)1. But Lemma l(vi)

gives g(xy = d(x)' for all x e B so g{ e (d) n <g>.

If A^<A>, then cAht is periodic for all í e Tby (3.4). Suppose there is some prime

p dividing |A| and some k e <g> such that kp e (d}. In particular k(t) e <A,> for

all teTby (3.3), say k(t) = hf' with integers a,. Now (|AS|, |A,|)=1 for í//in T by

(3.4), and the Chinese remainder theorem gives the existence of an integer a such

that

a = at mod |A¡|       for all t eT.

Finally d(t) = ht, so Lemma l(vi) shows k(x) = d(x)a for all xeB. Hence there is no

element of order p in <g>/<í/> o <g>, which proves (b*).

(4) Assume now that bf is a self-centralizing element in G and A has infinite

order. If c e <A> then cecBb and clearly hxc = hx for all xeB. Assume cecBb

satisfies hlc = ht for all / e T. There exists geÄby Lemma l(iii) such that [c~1g, bf]

= 1 hence c'^g e (bf} since A/is self-centralizing. If c~1g = (bf)i then in particular

c"1=Ai so A is self-centralizing.

Conversely, assume (4.1) and (4.2) are satisfied and there are ceB and geA

such that [c~xg, A/]= 1. Then [c, b]= 1 from Lemma l(i) and Lemma l(iii) together

with (4.2) implies c = b' with some integer/ But k = (bf)~'(c'1g) e A commutes

with bf, hence k= 1 by Lemma l(ii) and so c'1g e (bf).

(5) Suppose A has finite order and let a e cAhu. Define gt as in Lemma l(iv) with

gt(t) — a. Then [gt, A/]=l and by assumption gt = (bfY with some integer /'. But

gt e A implies that |A| divides i so i=\b\j and (bf)i = (bf)Wi = di. Hence a=gt(t)

= d(t)'=h{ which proves (5.2).

Since a self-centralizing element has trivial centralizer we may apply the results

of (2) and (3) to prove (5.3). We have cAht = (ht} by (5.2) hence, At# 1 for all / e T

and condition (3.4) gives (5.3).

Conversely, assume (5) is satisfied, eg commutes with bf and c <£ <A>. Then

d=(bfybl commutes with eg and A/so Lemma l(i) implies

d=f-^dbf   and   d = g'1dcg.

In particular, if tc~1=sb6 with s eT and an integer ß, then ht = d(t) is conjugate

to d(s) = hs and hence s = t by (5.3). But then c = b'ß e <A>, a contradiction. Thus

ce (b}, say c = A' and k = (bf)~'(cg) eA commutes with A/and d. Since d(t) = ht

is self-centralizing by (5.2) there is an integer a, for each t e Tsuch that k(t) = d(t)a>.
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From (5.3) we have (|</(í)|, \d(t)\)= 1 for s^t in T, so by the Chinese remainder

theorem there is an integer a with

a = at mod \d(t)\    for all teT.

Then k(t) = d(t)a for all t e T and Lemma l(vi) implies k(x) = d(x)a for all x e B.

Hence k e (dy^(bfy, and bf is self-centralizing.

Corollary 1. If B is a p-group and A is torsion-free or a p-group then \^bfeRG

with b e B andfe A implies B = (by.

Proof. Since B is periodic we have only to consider conditions (2) and (3).

Further under our hypothesis it is impossible to satisfy condition (2.4). Hence from

(3.2) we get «¡/ 1 for all t e T. Thus (|«s|, |«(|)/ 1 if A is a p-group, and hence

B=(b'y by (3.4). If A is torsion-free we observe that 1 #«( e cAht, hence 1 ̂ cAht^A

is not periodic and B = (by follows again from (3.4). For later applications we

note the following

Corollary 2. If A and B are p-groups then bfe SG if and only if B = (by and

«j e SA.

Corollary 3. If A and B are p-groups then

(i) {l}uSG = tfG.

(ii) SG # 0 if and only if B is cyclic and SA / 0.

Proof, (i) Clearly {1} U SG^RG. So let \^bfeRa. From Corollary 1 we have

B = (by, hence ¿># 1 and from (3.3) we see cAht = (hty. Thus condition (5) is satisfied

for bf and hence bfe SG.

(ii) Suppose SG=£ 0 and bfeSG. Then B = (by and SA+0 since hxeSA by

Corollary 2. Conversely assume B = (by, ae SA and let/=ya. Then

hx=f(b)--f(b^) = aeSA,

and bfe SG by Corollary 2, hence SG# 0.

5. The size of 5G and PG. We introduce a new characteristic subgroup PH

which will be useful to compute SG if G is an iterated wreath product.

Definition. PH=(xy \ x, y e SHy.

By definition PH^(SHy, and if H is a p-group, p^2 then (xy = (x2y shows

PH = (SHy. The generalized quaternion groups are examples for PH = (SHy, while

for the dihedral groups of 2-power order PH / (SHy.

Lemma 4. Suppose A and B=(by are p-groups and SA ̂  0. Then

(i) G'^PG.

(ii) (A'PAr=A"rsPG = A"n(SGy.

Proof, (i) Let u, v, we A, uw— 1 and l^c e B—(by. If ae SA then yuyS,a¿ e So

by Corollary 2, hence

yuyí = yuy»o(yS)_1 = (YuYÍabXyíb)-1 ePG.
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But the elements yuy»£A generate G' [4, Corollary 4.5, p. 350] hence G'^Pa.

(iï) If üx, a2 e SA then a\b e SG and (a2 ^)yb e SG by Corollary 2 thus (axa2)y

= ayxav2 = ayxb((a2iyb)-1 e PG hence A=A- Since (A')y^G' and G'^PG by Lemma

4(i) we have (A'PA)yzAy n PG.

Conversely let A e A7 n PG. Then

A = (Ai/) • • • (b,f)   where r is even,

B=(bx}=- ■ • =<Ar> and Ui=f(bi)- ■ -/(Ai01) e A by Corollary 2. Since

c'/c/¡ +1 = c'cfffi + x   for every c',ceB

and A e ^'Ei we may rewrite

A =/i*---/*,

with/* conjugate to / under 5. In particular/*(A)• • •/*(Ali")=/(A)- • /(Al!,|) = Mi

mod ,4'. Now A(A)- ■ •A(Ali")sni=i (/*(A)- • •/*(A"")) = w1- • uT mod A', and so

A(A)- • -h(bM) e A'PA since r is even. But A e ,4' implies A(A<)= 1 for 0</< |A|, so

h(\) = h(bw) e A'PA, or he (A'PA)y. This proves (A'PA)y = Ay n PG.

¥or p^2v/ebavePG = (SGy.Toprove Ay nPG=Ay n (SG} we may hence assume

p=2. Suppose he Ay n (SGy. By Corollary 2

A = (A1/1)---(Ar/),

with bife S0, B=(by = (bxy=---=(bry and /¡el Since heAyÇÂ and

h = bx--br mod ,4, we have bx- ■ bre Ar\ B=L But 5 = <A> = <A¡> and /> = 2

imply that each A¡ is an odd power of A, hence r is even because A has even order.

Thus A e A, which proves

Ay n <SG> = Ay n A,

since trivially A=<A>-

We can now prove Theorem 2 announced in the introduction.

Proof, (a) We first observe that G = Ay(SGy since (Ay, A> = G and yabeSG by

Corollary 2 for 5=<A> and a e SA. Hence G/(SGy^Ay/Ay n <SG>, and ,4V n <A>

= (A'PA)y by Lemma 4(ii) implies

G/(SGy ^ A/A'PA.

(b) By Corollary 2 an element xe5G has the form x = b*f with fe A and

B—(b*y where A* is an odd power of A. In particular PGçA(b2y. But yaA e SG

for a e SA so A2 e ZP0. Hence Â~PG=A(b2y and

|G:ZA| = |G:^<A2>| = 2.

Further AyPG is normal in G since G'^AyPG by Lemma 4(i). But ,4 is generated

by conjugates of Ay, hence A~PG = AyPG and ÂPG/PG = AyPG/PG^Ay/AynPG

ZA/A'PA by Lemma 4(ii). This proves

|G:PG| = \G:IPG\ \APG/PG\ = 2\A:A'PA\.
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(c) For k= 1 this follows directly from (a) and (b). We proceed by induction on

k. Let V=Ak + 2=WwrBk + 1. Then for p = 2, \V:PV\=2\W:W'PW\ by (b) and

W'^PW by Lemma 4(i). By induction \W:Pw\=2k\A:A'PA\ hence \V:PV\ =

2k + 1\A:A'PA\. For p¿2 we have V/(Svy^WIW'Pw by (a), Pw = (Swy and

W'^PW by Lemma 4(i), hence V/(Svy^ W¡(Swy and by induction

v¡(svy ~ w¡(swy s a\a'pa.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let b be an element of infinite order in B, 1/ae A and

choose T so that 1 e T. We show first that if f=ya, then the element bf satisfies

condition (4.2) of Theorem 1. Observe that

hx = 1    for x $ (by,

hx = a   for x e (by.

Hence htc = ht implies for /= 1 that htc+ 1 and so c e (by. This proves by Theorem

1(4) that bya e SG and a similar argument shows b2ya e SG hence both b and y0 are

contained in (SGy. But this implies B*^(SGy and Ar^(SGy. Since A is generated

by the conjugates of Ay and (SGy is normal in G, we have AB*^(SGy.

On the other hand, if bfe SG then b e B* for otherwise b has finite order and

Remark 2 implies B is finite which contradicts the assumption that B is not a

torsion group. Thus SaçAB*, hence (SGy = AB*.

6. Unrestricted wreath products. The characterization of self-centralizing

elements and elements with trivial centralizer is much easier for the unrestricted

wreath product as the following theorem shows. In particular if A and B are p-

groups it suffices to consider the restricted wreath product.

Theorem 4. Suppose B has infinite order and X=AWr B is the unrestricted

wreath product of A and B.

(a) Let b e B and fe F such that bf=£ 1, and T a left transversal of (by in B.

Then bfhas trivial centralizer in X if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) b has finite order.

(ii) K=\ for all teT.

(iii) ¿# 1 has trivial centralizer in B.

(iv) A is periodic and elements in A have order prime to \b\.

(b) X has no self-centralizing elements.

Proof, (a) Suppose bfeRx. If b has infinite order, let X+aeA and define

1/geFby

g(l) = a,       g(x) = g(xb-1YM   for x e (by

and g(x)=l for x i (by. Then by construction g"'=g, so that (g, bfy must be

cyclic. This contradicts Lemma 3 and this proves (i).

Let Ij^ae cAht and define gt as in Lemma l(iv) with gt(t) = a. Then (gt, bf} is
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cyclic and by Lemma 3gf = dß with integers a, ß such that (a, \b\ß) = 1. In particular

(*) a" = hf,        1 = «f   for all s + t in T.

Hence hs has finite order, cAht is periodic and there is some integer m > 0 such that

hf = 1 for all s e T. With a = ht we see from (*) also that (|«s|, |«t|) = 1 since (a-ß, ß)

= 1. Since «™ = 1 for all s e T this implies that there exists some t e T with «¡ = 1.

Suppose «s# 1 for some seT Then for a = hs e A = cAht (*) implies «?= 1 and 1 =«f

a contradiction since (a, ß) = 1. This proves (ii).

To prove (iii) observe that bf and b are conjugate by (ii) and Lemma l(v). In

particular b=£ 1 and b e Rx n B^RB.

Finally from (ii) and (*) we get a"=\ for aecAht = A with (a, \b\ß)=\ which

proves (iv).

The sufficiency of conditions (i) to (iv) follows as in the proof of Theorem 1(2).

(b) Since Sx^ Rx we get from condition (ii) of (a) that «(= 1 for all teT. Then

Lemma l(v) implies that bf and b are conjugate, hence b e Sx. Then for some

\=£aeA define keA<=F by k(x) = a for xe(by and k(x)=\ for x$(by, and

observe [Â:, ¿>] = 1, but (by r\ F^B n F=L

Corollary 4. If A and B are p-groups then RX = {1} u Sx.
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